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ECONOMIC REASONS: Jobs and Careers 

8 THINGS GERMANY CAN DO TO ATTRACT (AND KEEP) 
INTERNATIONAL TALENT 

"German companies must understand that most of the expat candidates already speak two to three 

languages perfectly and on top of that they cannot expect the candidates to master the German 

language fast," said one of The Local's readers. "This is unrealistic." 

The reader explained how one of his Russian friends was asked to leave a firm because her German 

was deemed not good enough after two years. 

"She is amazingly talented but her contract was not renewed," he said. 'This obsession with 

language skills has to go out if German companies want good international candidates." 

A respondent to our survey has experienced similar difficulties with potential employers. 

"As a job hunter I am really struggling with the language," the reader said. "Every recruiter, even 

international companies, are rejecting me only because of language criteria." 

This reader suggested that recruiters "could be more liberal with the language criteria during 

recruitment". 

Another respondent said firms needed to "understand that not every international is capable of 

learning German" but that they should be promoted anyway if they excel in other skills. 

only 1 % of German companies hire candidates in 

English yet there are many jobs out there for English speakers. 

2. Become more foreign-language friendly 
-

On a similar note, respondents said although many Germans speak English, the country could 

embrace this even more - and be open to other foreign languages. 

Germany should "become more English-language friendly," one reader told us. Another said 

Germany could make life better for internationals by "being more flexible with the English language 

and being more international". 

Some readers said to attract more international workers, authorities could offer services in a range 

of languages. 

They pointed out that there is no option for multiple languages in services such as telephone 

service helplines, for example for most banks, and in offices such as the Finanzamt or Burgeramt. 


